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HORT INNOVATION 
MARKETING UPDATE
BY BEN WOODMAN

Our marketing agency has been busy talking to the food writers and key journalists in the media about 
how fantastic and versatile passionfruit are. This is important to do as the goal is to get lots of passionfruit 
stories in front of consumers, wherever they spend their time these days, to coincide with the large flush 
of fruit supply in June and into July.

In one story, experienced grower Ross Brindley from Bundaberg talks about how the season is progressing 
and how the quality of passionfruit is excellent right now. The stories also highlight the health benefits of 
passionfruit as another tool to encourage people to buy more.

So far, the media campaign has generated 20.5 million opportunities to see from both general media and 
coverage on our social media channels – this is double the target for the season so a brilliant job already!

Opportunity to see is a measurement used to quantify the total chances to view a piece of marketing material 
whether that be a social media post or a TV advert. With so many different media types these days, it represents a top 
line number that we monitor to assess the scale of people our marketing activities are reaching. It doesn’t however 
reflect the quality of the interaction that a consumer has with a particular piece of marketing material.

Some recent passionfruit media coverage generated from our winter activities include Kidspot, Woman’s Day and the Canberra Weekly.
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For any questions regarding the marketing activities relating to the industries 
that fall within the Tropical Cluster, contact Hort Innovation Marketing Manager,  
Ben Woodman ben.woodman@horticulture.com.au 

ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
We are keeping a tight watch on our social media channels tailoring the content and timing of posts to boost 
the interest in passionfruit and our direct advertising spend has increased in May and June to increase the 
number of people that we can reach and the amount of engagement they have with our material.

Lots of hot new social content on the way
In our last update, we talked about the new way that many products and brands are getting their marketing content created. Tribe is one of 
the platforms that let you provide a brief to thousands of creative people all at once, and then you get to pick the best material that is created 
and use it to benefit passionfruit. Another content creation site is called Vamp and we have asked creators to show us how they add a ‘splash 
of passion’ into their winter meals. We should start to see some brilliant images and content coming into our social media channels across 
the winter season.

Passionfruit Gift Hampers
Our agency sent out winter-themed hampers to five major media 
contacts in late May as another way to grab attention for passionfruit. 
The gift hampers included the recipe and ingredients to make our  
star ambassador’s amazing 90-second passionfruit mug cake, 
alongside a passionfruit mug. We introduced you to Nagi from  
recipe tin eats in our last update and as our new ambassador for 
passionfruit, she is already making a splash! 

recipe tin eats shared the 90-second passionfruit mug cake on her 
social channels with messaging about plenty of passionfruit being 
available now. On Instagram, the video had already been viewed over 
70,000 times in just one week! Nagi is also shooting her fruit salad with 
winter fruits, which will be shared in the coming weeks to support the 
current flush as well.




